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RUNNERS WATCH

CROSS REFERENCE. .TO OTHER
APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
06/60,594, filed July 25, 1979, now abandoned.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to timepieces and distance mea-
suring devices, and moreparticularly relates to a run-
ners watch for displaying the time of the day, the dis-
tance traveled by the runnerandtherate of travel of therunner.

THE PRIOR ART

Pedometers of various types have long been used to
measure the distance traveled by a person walking or
running. Generally, such: pedometers have been at-
tached to the ankle, leg or waist of the wearer and have
utilized a pendulum or the like in order to sense the
motion of the wearer’s leg. The pedometers have been
calibrated accordingto the length ofthe stride taken by
the wearerin order to mechanically display the distance
walked or jogged. Examples of such previously devel-
oped pedometers are shownand described in U.S.Pat.
Nos. 694,652, 962,679 and 3,818,194. Such previously
developed pedometers have generally been located on a
portion of the body making it difficult or impossible to
read the distance traveled without removing the device
or without stopping and bending over to read the out-
put of the pedometer. Moreover, many previously de-
veloped pedometers calibrated according to the wear-
er’s stride have tended to incorporate substantial inac-
curacies in the distance traveled. Such pedometers are
solely dependent on their accuracy by the accuracy to
which the stride length can be measured and stored in
the pedometer. Anyinaccuracy in the stride length
entered into the pedometer results in greater and
greater errors as the distance increases. Moreover,
many prior pedometers have suffered from inaccuracies
due to bouncing of the sensor pendulum, thereby caus-
ing multiple readings indicating multiple strides when in
fact only a single stride has occurred.

With the advent of jogging and running by the gen-
eral populus, a need has arisen for a device for measur-
ing the distance traveled with substantial accuracy.
Moreover, a need has arisen for a device which may be
normally worn during the day and which will also pro-
vide the time and date to the wearer. Moreover, many
runners desire to know the rate of travel so that they
will be able to run a distance in a prescribed timeinter-
val. Manyrunners base their running rate calculations
ona mile distance and thus a need has arisen for a device

which will continuously provide the runner with an
accurate indication of the rate at which he is running
based upon a mile distance.

Atleast on attempt has been madeto provide a device
for measuring distance traveled which may be viewed
while running. For example, the Model JT5-JM8
Omron jogging meter manufactured and sold by Omron
Electronics, Inc. of 650 Woodfield, Shaumburg,III.,
displays the distance traveled while positioned on the
wrist of the wearer and also displays an elapsed time
interval. However, the device is relatively large and
bulky and is therefore able to be worn only during
running. The weight of the Omron jogging meter is
greater than optimum and could affect the running of
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certain wearers. This device does not provide an indica-
tion of the time of day or date. In addition, this device
provides no indication ofrate of travel and its distance
measuring capabilities are dependent upon the accuracy
which the stride length of the wearer is input therein.

SUMMARYOF THE PRESENT INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a runners
watch includes a case dimensioned to be worn on the

wrist of the wearer. A display face is provided on the
case and a clock within the case operates the display
face to display the time of the day and the date to the
wearer. A sensor in the case is provided to detect the
strides of the wearer while the wearer-is running. Cir-
cuitry within the case is responsive to the sensor for
computing the distance traveled by the wearer. Cir-
cuitry withinthe case is also provided to compute the
rate of travel of the wearer in response to the sensor. A
switch is provided on the case which when operated
displays the computed distance and the rate oftravel.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a
runners watch is provided which includes a case dimen-
sioned to be worn on the wrist of the wearer. A display
face on the case is provided. A sensorin the case detects
the occurrenceofstrides of the wearer while the wearer

is running. Circuitry within the case is responsive to the
sensor for computing the distance traveled by the
wearerand also for computing therate of travel by the
wearer. A switch is provided to display the computed
distance and the computed rate of travel on the display
face. A sensor includes a pivotable pendulum movable
between open and closed positions, the pendulum nor-
mally being biased to its open position and movable to
its closed position by the acceleration occurring when
the wearer’s foot hits the ground duringa stride.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a
runners watch includes a case dimensioned to be worn

on the arm of the wearer. A display is provided on the
case. A detector senses the occurrenceofstrides of the

wearer. Circuitry stores a predetermined number of
strides taken by the wearer over a prescribed distance.
Meansis responsive to the detector for counting the
number of strides taken by the wearer. Circuitry is
responsive to the store circuitry and counting circuitry
for generating an indication when the wearer has taken
the predetermined numberofstrides. Circuitry is re-
sponsive to the indication for incrementing on the dis-
play the displayed distance traveled by the wearer. A
debouncecircuit is provided in order to provide a true
indication of each one stride to eliminate erroneous
indications.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present
invention and for other obvious advantages thereof,
reference is now made to the following description,
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings
in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the preferred embodi-
ment of the present runners watch;

FIG.2 is a state diagram of various operations of the
present runners watch;

FIG.3 is a top view of the present motion detector;
FIG.4 is a sectional view taken generally along the

section lines 4—4 of FIG.3;
FIG.5 is a block diagram ofthe electrical portion of

the invention;
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